Droplet evaporation on solid surfaces is important in many applications including printing, micro-patterning and cooling. While seemingly simple, the configuration of evaporating droplets on solids is difficult to predict and control. This is because evaporation typically proceeds as a "stick-slip" sequence-a combination of pinning and de-pinning events dominated by static friction or "pinning", caused by microscopic surface roughness. Here we show how smooth, pinning-free, solid surfaces of non-planar topography promote a different process called snap evaporation. During snap evaporation a droplet follows a reproducible sequence of configurations, consisting of a quasi-static phase-change controlled by mass diffusion interrupted by out-of-equilibrium snaps. Snaps are triggered by bifurcations of the equilibrium droplet shape mediated by the underlying non-planar solid. Because the evolution of droplets during snap evaporation is controlled by a smooth topography, and not by surface roughness, our ideas can inspire programmable surfaces that manage liquids in heat-and mass-transfer applications.
T he configuration of evaporating droplets on a solid topography-e.g., their shape and location-is important for a broad range of applications. For example, in microcontact printing (a soft-lithography etching technique), an "ink" made of a polymer-solvent mixture is applied to a surface of designed topography and allowed to evaporate; the dry polymer residue is then printed onto a target surface, leaving a negative pattern of the original topography that can be used to replicate structures en masse from a single master template 1 . In immersion lithography (a widely used technique for integrated circuits manufacturing), a liquid water bridge is used to increase the precision of a UV light source for curing a target resin; an undesired side effect is the formation of droplets on the cured resin, which, upon evaporation, leave "water marks" that can spoil pattern features 2 . Spatiotemporal control of evaporating liquids is also attractive, as in edge lithography, where an ink droplet is left to evaporate on a hydrophobic patch; here, the low surface energy of the patch induces a transient dewetting process, which guides the ink residue to form edge patterns 3 . Finally, droplet evaporation is very important in heat-transfer applications 4 . For instance, a recently reported jumping-drop technique exploits superhydrophic surfaces to induce the motion of evaporatingcondensing droplets for "hotspot cooling", and is a promising heat-management technique in microelectronics 5 . These applications, however, depend on the control over the position and shape of the liquid, and this is often limited by solid-liquid-gas interactions occurring at the droplet's edge.
Since it was first proposed by Picknett and Bexon in the 1970s 6 , the so-called stick-slip model has remained a canonical framework to explain the evaporation of droplets on solid surfaces. During stick-slip, a droplet alternates between two ideal "modes" as its volume is reduced: a slip mode, where the droplet edge smoothly retracts from the solid, and a stick mode, where the edge remains pinned to it. The slip mode (also called constantcontact-angle mode) is a diffusion-dominated process, where small gradients in the humidity over the surface of the droplet only drive weak hydrodynamic flows. As a consequence, the liquid and gas phases remain at rest while the interface smoothly reduces in size following the law R(t) 2~t e − t, where R is the base radius of the droplet, t is time and t e is the time at which the droplet completely evaporates 7 . The stick mode, on the other hand, involves a static contact line, i.e., R(t) = const. Because of this geometrical constraint a radial flow develops to make up for the mass lost at the pinned edge upon evaporation 8 ; any solid particles suspended in the liquid drift to the edge, and this is the mechanism responsible for the familiar ring-like stains left behind by coffee drops 9, 10 .
It is widely accepted that transitions from stick to slip, called de-pinning events, are activation processes 11 . Microscopically, a solid surface has chemical 12 or topographical 13 defects that impose a static energy barrier, hampering the translational motion of the contact line. As a consequence, an evaporating droplet with a pinned contact line stores surface energy as its volume is reduced. This proceeds until the energy barrier due to pinning is overcome, the contact line depins, and the motion of the interface is restored [14] [15] [16] [17] .
So far, the widespread conception has been that contact-line pinning caused by microscopic surface roughness dominates the evolution of evaporating droplets. Such a fundamental aspect poses severe limitations to predict and control the configuration of a droplet upon evaporation.
Here we show that droplets evaporating on a smooth-but non-flat-solid surface exhibit a different mode of evaporation: instead of pinning the droplet in an uncontrolled manner, the underlying smooth topography promotes a reproducible sequence of well-defined droplet configurations paced by dynamic "snap" events. Such a snap mode of evaporation has the unique advantages of precise predictability and controllability over the shape and location of the droplet as it evaporates, making it useful for applications that need efficient mass and heat transfer at submillimetre scales.
Results
Evaporation on ultra-smooth liquid-impregnated rough surfaces. We investigated the response of evaporating water droplets to a smooth topography using Lubricant-Impregnated Rough surfaces (LIRs). LIRs are solid surfaces of arbitrary shape that are first treated with a super-hydrophobic nano-coating to create a rough, water-repellant, surface, and then impregnated by a lubricant oil (see Supplementary Notes 1-3 for fabrication details). The oil creates a thin lubricating layer, of thickness '1 0 μm, that covers the solid roughness, creating an ultra-smooth surface (for instance, on a tilted flat LIRs, a water droplet has a sliding angle below 1°).
We first tested the evaporation of a water droplet on a flat LIR surface (Fig. 1a) . We found that the squared-base radius of the droplet decreases linearly with time, while the apparent contact angle, θ a (measured relative to the horizontal), decreases smoothly due to the effect of a wetting lubricant ridge located at the base of the droplet 18, 19 (Fig. 1b) . Such kinematics, which persists for up to~80% of the evaporation time, indicate that contact-line pinning effects are negligible 20 .
We then carried out experiments of droplets evaporating on a wavy LIR surface (Fig. 1c) . We placed an 80-μL droplet on a surface of wavelength λ = 2 mm and amplitude ϵ = 0.2 mm, and left it to evaporate under room temperature and humidity conditions. The droplet quickly settled to adopt a symmetric shape (on a plane parallel to the wave) with its left and right edges lying close to the peaks of the topography (see panel 1 in Fig. 1c) . As evaporation took place, we tracked the base radius of the droplet (a measure of the droplet's contact area) and the apparent contact angle (measured relative to the horizontal and at the intersection of the droplet's surface with the sinusoidal LIR surface (inset of Fig. 1d) ). Contrary to the smooth evaporation observed on a flat surface, we found that the non-flat topography promotes a different evaporation kinematics. Initially, evaporation results in a slow retraction of the contact lines from the peaks of the topography, as shown by the continuous decrease of the base radius observed in Fig. 1d . Such kinematics is interrupted when, suddenly, one of the edges of the drop "snaps" by retracting to the adjacent peak (see images 2-3 in Fig. 1 and Supplementary Movie 1). The duration of a snap event is very short compared to the evaporation time of the droplet. Therefore, a snap appears as a discontinuous change in the lateral base radius and the apparent contact angle in the timescale of our experiments (Figs. 1d and 1e). Once a snap has occurred, the droplet continues to evaporate in a smooth manner (again, with the contact lines slowly retracting from the peaks of the wave) until another snap event is triggered. We found that sequential snaps undergone by the same droplet can be triggered at either of its edges (compare, e.g., images 3-4 and 4-5 in Fig. 1c ). In addition, we found that the apparent contact angles of the left and right edges remain remarkably close to each other during the whole evaporation process. These features suggest that the smooth surface provided by the lubricant layer of the LIR surfaces eliminates contact-line pinning, and, therefore, that snaps are not de-pinning events. This contrasts with the stickjump dynamics observed for droplets evaporating on periodic micro-patterned super-hydrophobic surfaces, where pinning effects dominate [21] [22] [23] .
Between snaps, the interface shape is always symmetric about a vertical line (Fig. 1c) . This symmetry is lost momentarily during a snap, while the droplet undergoes a lateral motion. As a result, the symmetry line alternates between two positions: it is either aligned with a peak of the topography or with a valley (see images 4 and 5 in Fig. 1c) . Therefore, the alternation between the two configurations induces a periodic variation in the droplet's position and shape. We repeated the experiments using surfaces of different amplitude-to-wavelength ratio, ϵ/λ, and found a highly reproducible emerging pattern: the position of the drop always alternates between peak and valley configurations, and there is a clear correlation between these configurations and the droplet base radius which becomes increasingly marked for larger amplitudes of the topography. As illustrated in Fig. 1f , for a given droplet size and wave amplitude, it is possible to anticipate the shape of the droplet and its position relative to the solid surface.
Lattice-Boltzmann simulations. To better understand the mechanism of snap evaporation, we carried out numerical simulations of the coupled diffusion and hydrodynamics equations using a lattice-Boltzmann algorithm (see Supplementary Note 4 for details). In the simulations, we modelled the smooth LIR surface as a solid boundary with a small static noise in its wettability; this allows the droplets to break the plane symmetry, but does not introduce any pinning effects. To validate our numerical model, we first considered full 3D simulations of evaporating droplets including the effect of gravity (Fig. 2a) , which are in very good agreement with the sequence of droplet configurations observed in the experiments (cf. Fig. 1c ). Normalising the simulation and experimental time sequences by the total evaporation time, confirms that peak and valley states always occur over the same specific ranges in the droplet base radius, and implies that the effect of the evaporation rate is purely kinematic (see Supplementary Movie 2). Next, we carried out simulations of gravity-free 2D droplets; we found the same evaporation sequences, ruling out gravitational and 3D effects on the snap events (Fig. 2b and Supplementary  Movie 3) . Instead, a closer examination of the flow profiles, characterised by the velocity and pressure fields, reveals that the slow evolution of the droplets (when on a peak or a valley) is controlled by mass diffusion in the gas due to evaporation (images 1 and 5 in Fig. 2b ). This situation changes when the contact lines approach the valleys of the topography. At such points, the Laplace pressure inside the droplet builds up near one of the contact lines and drives a capillary flow towards the opposite edge, triggering a snap (image sequence 2-4 in Fig. 2b ). We then removed the noise from the simulations, which forces the droplet to keep the plane symmetry. Surprisingly, the droplets still undergo snaps, albeit with no translational motion ( Fig. 2c and Supplementary Movie 4).
Snap sequences and shape bifurcations. Our numerical simulations indicate that the slow evolutions of peak and valley configurations correspond to quasi-static processes, and that during snaps the interface is out-of-equilibrium.
We expect that the 2D quasi-static droplet shapes are circular sections that intersect the solid surface with an equilibrium contact angle, θ e (measured relative to the local surface tangent). Such interfacial shapes are indeed valid solutions of the Young-Laplace equation subject to Young's condition 13 , which are the equilibrium equations for a liquid-gas interface in contact with a solid boundary 24 . On a flat surface, fixing the contact angle and the cross-sectional area of the droplet, A, yields a single equilibrium solution which remains invariant upon a continuous translation over the surface. On a wavy surface, corresponding to ϵ/λ > 0, the translational invariance becomes discrete (with periodicity λ) as two symmetric equilibrium solutions appearthe peak and valley configurations. These states can be distinguished by their lateral base radius, R, and lateral coordinate, say x = x P = 0, ±λ, ±2λ, …, for a peak, and x = x V = ± 1 2 λ, ± 3 2 λ, … for a valley. This situation is maintained upon increasing the wave amplitude further, up to a critical value (ϵ/λ) * where multiple circular-arc shaped equilibrium solutions (of different base radius R) emerge (see Supplementary Note 5). The critical amplitude thus corresponds to the onset of a cusp bifurcation 25, 26 . For example, for ϵ/λ = 0.1 and A/λ 2 = 4 there is one valley configuration and three distinct peak configurations (Fig. 3a) . In addition to symmetric states, one also finds asymmetric solutions; for instance, in Fig. 3a there are four non-symmetric solutions formed by two pairs of mirror images located at intermediate positions between peaks and valleys.
The multiplicity of symmetric solutions above the critical amplitude is clearly manifested in the functional relation between R and A, which is not bijective (see Fig. 3b ). In fact, the structure of R(A) curves for peak and valley states implies that reducing A (e.g., due to evaporation) eventually leads to a fold where available equilibrium solutions of equivalent cross-sectional area have a smaller radius (Fig. 3b) . At first sight, one might expect that such a geometrical constraint dictates the fate of the droplets, and that snaps are triggered whenever A reaches the value at the fold of the curve, A f .
However, an analysis of the stability of the equilibrium solutions reveals a subtler picture. In the stability analysis, we compute the surface energy F(R, x) of droplets of circular shape and prescribed cross-sectional area as a function of the base radius R and the lateral coordinate x (see Supplementary Note 5). Consider Fig. 3c-e, which show the evolution of the energy landscape as the area is decreased from an initial value A/λ 2 = 4, falling below the value at the fold A f /λ 2 ≈ 3.11 (see Fig. 3b ). Initially, there are three sinks (the valley and the two peak configurations marked with solid lines in Fig. 3a) , one source (the peak configuration marked with a dashed line) and four saddles (the asymmetric configurations). Now consider a droplet in the stable peak configuration of largest radius. As A decreases and reaches a value A p /λ 2 ≈ 3.26, such a stable point merges with the two adjacent saddles, leaving a single saddle as a remnant. The area A p thus corresponds to the critical point of an inverted pitchfork bifurcation 25 . The structure of the energy landscape at A = A p explains the lateral migration of the droplet during snaps: at the bifurcation point, the remaining source prevents the droplet from migrating towards the remaining stable peak state; instead, the surface energy is always reduced upon a migration to the adjacent valley state. This sequence is repeated as the area is reduced further, and explains the clear alternation of experimental interface configurations.
The pitchfork bifurcation always occurs at a cross-sectional area A p larger than the area of the fold, A f . As A is reduced further from A p , the saddle produced by the pitchfork bifurcation annihilates with the source at A = A f , leaving a single sink in the peak branch (see Fig. 3e ). Such a situation corresponds to a 2D saddle-node (or fold) bifurcation 25 . Indeed, one can remove the pitchfork bifurcation to observe the fold bifurcation by forcing the droplets to keep the plane symmetry at all times, explaining the symmetric snap events observed in the simulations (Fig. 2c) . In the presence of lateral fluctuations, however, the effect of the pitchfork bifurcation is to "weaken" the fold bifurcation, producing only a remnant of the lost saddle-node.
A bifurcation diagram in x-A space, shown in Fig. 3f , summarises the hierarchy of the pitchfork and saddle-node bifurcations governing the snapping behaviour of the droplets triggered by the sinusoidal topography. The pitchfork bifurcation always occurs when the contact lines approach the valleys of the topography, and thus the critical radius R p is independent of the amplitude of the surface pattern. However, the range of stable equilibria on a given branch becomes smaller on surfaces of a larger wave amplitude. This leads to the collapse of states at larger ϵ/λ observed in Fig. 1f . Despite overlooking the details of the 3D interface configuration, the 2D model gives a good prediction of the corresponding separatrices, which we present as overlays in Fig. 1f .
Discussion
It is reasonable to expect that similar mechanisms underpin the stability of evaporating droplets on more complex topographies. Indeed, an "egg-box" surface leads to the alternation between well-defined "diamond" and "rectangle" droplet shapes (Fig. 4a) . Here, again, the contact line tends to avoid the valleys of the topography, and thus the droplet adopts a shape whose typical width, W, and length, L, are multiples of the underlying wavelength of the surface pattern, λ. Snap events now involve a stepwise reduction of one of the droplet length scales, and thus the droplet evolves following a sequence W × L ≈ 5λ × 5λ → 4λ × 5λ → 4λ × 4λ…, which can be exploited to control the aspect ratio of the droplet (Fig. 4b) .
Therefore, snap evaporation is a distinct mode of droplet evaporation on smooth-but topographically patterned-solid surfaces. Unlike stick-slip evaporation, the alternation of welldefined quasi-static states observed in snap evaporation is controlled by shape bifurcations of the liquid-gas interface dictated by the interplay between the underlying surface topography and the droplet volume, and not by contact-line pinning.
In our experiments, the timescale of snap events is very short compared to the evaporation time of the droplet (see Fig. 1d ). The regime where the evaporation and snap timescales compete poses fundamental questions in relation to the dynamics of bifurcations (for which our experimental setup provides a useful test bed), but can also find application in situations where evaporation happens in a short timescale, such as in micro-fluidics. Our ideas can also be applied to other methods of variation of the droplet volume on smooth surfaces, such as condensation 27 , mass transfer via flow rate 28 , or by exploiting external fields (e.g., temperature or Fig . 3 Bifurcation diagrams of equilibrium shapes of 2D droplets on a wavy surface. a Equilibrium droplet configurations of identical cross-sectional area A/ λ 2 = 4 and intersection angle θ e = 105°on a wavy surface of amplitude ϵ/λ = 0.1. There are four plane-symmetric configurations: three centred at a peak and one centred at a valley. There are also four asymmetric configurations that apperar as mirror-image pairs. b Functional relation between the lateral radius, R and cross-sectional area, A of plane-symmetric droplets. The blue and red branches correspond to stable equilibria on peak and valley configurations, respectively. The dashed branches correspond to unstable solutions. The solid black branches correspond to saddles, where the droplet is stable to axisymmetric perturbations, but unstable against lateral displacements along the solid surface. c-e Evolution of the energy landscape in R-x space for decreasing droplet cross-sectional area. The contour lines indicate levels of the surface energy, increasing from blue to yellow. Blue and red circles correspond to stable peak and valley configurations, crosses to unstable configurations and black empty circles to saddle nodes. c For a A > A p , a droplet in a peak state with large radius is stable to both radial and lateral displacements. d At A = A p the stable state merges with the two adjacent saddles (asymmetric droplet configurations), leaving a single saddle point. e At A = A f , the saddle annihilates with the symmetric unstable state. f Bifurcation diagram showing stable, unstable and saddle branches for a droplet in a peak configuration. The blue point corresponds to a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation, which triggers the lateral motion of the droplet to a valley configuration (not shown). The black point corresponds to the onset of a saddle-node bifurcation, which occurs only if the droplet cannot break the plane symmetry NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-03840-6 ARTICLE NATURE COMMUNICATIONS | (2018) 9:1380 | DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-03840-6 | www.nature.com/naturecommunications pressure). Finally, the variation of the surface topography, either spatially through designed patterns, or dynamically via forced droplet motion 29 or actuation of flexible solids, can be used to extend these principles to achieve a better control of droplet localisation and transport mediated by snaps.
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